






Dear fellow reader, 

My name is Ralph Lam and I am the Editor-in-Chief of The Qualia Review. 

The core values of this magazine are to represent the voices of younger writers, or at the very least 
encourage them to pick up a pencil and embark on their journey into the literary world. Sharing one’s 
early work with peers may sound daunting, let alone submitting to competitions, where faceless judges 
evaluate one’s pieces. We hope to act as a stepping stone for early writers between a budding interest 
and a fruitful literary career. We seek not to demarcate the divisions between standards and capabilities 
in writing, but instead to produce an accepting environment for writers of all socioeconomic back-
grounds. 

An English teacher of mine once defined literature as a “performance in words.” By no means does the 
word “performance” indicate a strict adherence to grammatical conventions or pristine pronunciation: 
emotions are the tools with which the writer may sway their audience as opposed to syntactical means. 
The Qualia Review hopes to bend the definitions of what is considered “good writing,” by celebrating 
the stories produced by under-priviliged students from developing countries. However, this does not 
exclude the talented writers among the more educated community. 

The idea of self-reflection seems synonymous with the zeitgeist of our current time period. Idly sitting 
at home invokes a contemplative mood that evaluates our upbringing somewhat involuntarily, reminisc-
ing of when things were ‘normal,’ and how those experiences formed who we are today. This reflection 
is encapsulated in works such as Olivia Rubenstein’s Plastic Stars and Leaving Home, Samuel Ache-
ampong’s The Tell-Tale Heart, and Anoushka Kumar’s inbuilt/the pains of womanhood. I sincerely 
hope that reading and experiencing these pieces may offer you a sense of serenity and peace-of-mind, 
which is discordant with the chaotic and unpredictable nature of our world. 

Having read this letter, I believe you are prepared to indulge yourself in the fantastic works we have in 
store for you. I wish you good health and an even better enthusiasm for writing. 

Best regards, 

Ralph Lam, 

Editor-in-Chief of The Qualia Review

Letter from the Editor-in-Chief
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By: Josephine Wanza - 10 

Corona, corona, corona! 
What a scary disease you are 

You kill without discrimination 
Corona, what a dreadful disease 

You kill the young and the old, 
The poor and the rich, 

The kings and the local citizens 
Corona, what a dreadful disease 

You started in Wuhan, China 
And spread in all other countries 

From Europe to America, Canada to Brazil and 
then to my dear Africa 

Corona, what a dreadful disease 
Since you came to Kenya 

Schools, churches and mosques were closed 
No education, nor going to worship 

Corona, what a dreadful disease 
Corona what a big enemy! 

No social gatherings, nor hand shakes 
You ruined the economy; many have lost their 

jobs 
Corona, what a dreadful disease 

To keep off corona, wash or sanitize your hands, 
Keep social distance, and touch not your face 

Wear facemasks and observe curfew rules 
Corona, what a dreadful disease 

With high hopes, we shall find your cure 
And everything will be as it was before 

In schools, work place and even worshiping 
centers 

But before then, you and me have to do what we 
can to stop the virus! 

Corona, what a dreadful disease. 

Corona, The Dreadful Disease
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 It was a day that will never fade from my mind until the last hour of hanging my spirit. 
It was during the fourth of January 2019 when the school was reopening and every student 
was going to join the next class. The following day, we were to sit our opener exam. 

 That day I had arrived at school during the late hours since the vehicle I boarded got 
a puncture and had to be repaired. The deputy principal had ordered that the students who 
arrived past 3.30 pm would go back home the following day. Thoughts raced down my mind 
on what I could tell my parents if I had been suspended from school. 

 All the students had assembled in their classrooms for the evening classes. The deputy 
principal entered into the form three East classroom and started calling out names. My name 
was among the names she was reading. When she called my name I woke up trembling, wish-
ing that the earth could open and swallow me alive. I felt ashamed as I walked past the other 
students. The deputy ordered that we would be going home the following day. 

 The following day when we had already started our examination the deputy stormed 
into our class and called out my name. Without wasting time she walked out and 
headed towards her office. I got confused and I nearly fell down. When I got into the office 
the deputy threw some furtive glances to me and I was shocked. She said that she enquired 
information for whatever reason I had been late. 

I explained to her about all that had happened the previous day. She said that since she had 
never seen me in any mistake she had forgiven me and she would withdraw the suspension. I 
was given a blank paper to write an apology letter. The examination was taking place and my 
paper was blank. I stood there thinking what I could do. 

 I hurriedly got in the classroom took my exam paper and wrote the answers not think-
ing of what I was writing. As the other students were giving out their papers I also gave mine. 
I never thought I would score forty but to my disbelief I had appeared the champion. I had 
escaped the suspension and also had passed my exam. 

Christine Katiku-16 years
The Champion
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 In December 2018, I watched an inspirational movie known as Queen of Katwe and since 
then I developed a deep interest in chess. Seeing my passion for chess, my father, through family 
friends, gifted me with a chessboard. I was delighted that I would be able to learn and discover 
more about the game. Since I couldn’t play against myself, I taught my family members how to 
play chess. My two young sisters, Jackie and Jossy who were then in grades 4 and 6 respectively, 
were intrigued and fascinated by chess. My parents were also keen to learn; something that excit-
ed me to be able to teach them a game they never knew. It instilled in me a great sense of confi-
dence knowing I was becoming a teacher and instructor of chess to my own family. Most exciting 
was that it gave me an opportunity to practice chess with them, something I truly enjoyed! The 
next school year, I joined the chess team at my school so that I could learn more about the game. 
Since I didn’t know much, I practiced a lot with my friends in school so that I could learn more 
tactics. I was gradually learning more tactics about the game. Soon the schools’ chess competi-
tions started at the regional level. My friend Rose who always coached me kept encouraging me. 
However, I had many questions, which I kept on asking Rose who had turned to be like my chess 
mentor. ’Do you think ‘am going to make it in the chess competitions’? I would often ask Rose. 
Rose was kind hearted and patient girl. ‘You are smart in chess. Just keep the practice and trust 
me you will make it’! Rose encouraged me. At the competitions, I tried my best and true to Rose’s 
words, I made it to the National championships that were being held in Nyeri county in central 
Kenya. 

 At the National level, things were quite different. All schools across Kenya were participat-
ing and the competition was quite stiff. Some of the participating schools were teaching chess as 
a subject to their students! That fact made me a bit scared. Some of the students participating in 
the championships were even from top international schools. My teacher Miss Gloria encouraged 
us to be tough since it was not going to be a walk in the park. ’’We are going to defeat them even 
if they take chess as a subject,’ Maria, one of the best chess students in my team re-assured us. 
On the eve of the competitions, we burnt the midnight oil practicing chess. Yes, we knew our 
competitors came from better schools and had the best facilities, but we did not let that demor-
alize us in any way. On D-day, everyone was bold and none of us was terrified, as I knew worrying 
would not change anything. In my first game, I was playing against a girl from an international 
school. I could read it in her eyes that she knew that I couldn’t defeat her. I decided to be confi-
dent and try my best. ”I will prove you wrong,’’ I said silently to myself. When the game started 
she was really tough but I wasn’t ready to lose the game. I tried my best and won the game. She 
couldn’t believe it. After the game, the girl whose name was Brenda came to me and said, ’’Sorry 
I despised you earlier but now I know to judge a book by its cover. See you next time and congrat-
ulations.’’ Wow! I couldn’t believe what she had said but anyway, I really deserved it. Our team 
had done so well that after the competitions the teacher tookus to a picnic to congratulate us. 
Although none of us made it to the international level, each of us got a certificate as our reward. 

My Passion for Chess
Janet Wambua - 16 Years
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My Passion for Chess
Janet Wambua - 16 Years

 After the competitions, I was determined do more than that and even practice more and more. I prac-
ticed with my friends Rose and Juliet who always supported me. During the second term our school organized a 
tournament. Schools in the county participated. I was determined to do my best since it wasn’t tough compared 
to the national level. I did my best and scored 4½ games and was in position two in the under 16 girls category. 
Those were the results of my hard work. I couldn’t believe it. I earned a silver medal. The medal was shiny and 
was engraved with wheat grain. I was delighted, especially the moment when I was called to receive the award. 
’I told you that you’re smart, do you believe me now?’’ Rose told me with a wide smile. Even before the tourna-
ment, she kept on encouraging me. 
That incident encouraged me and made me practice even more and more. The following year, 2020, I was already 
practicing for the competitions, which were in a month’s time! In the month of February, the competitions be-
gan. I was shocked to find out that I was playing in the under 18 category, yet I was 16 years. I had kept it in my 
mind that I couldn’t play in that category because I thought it was way too hard for me. I had no other option. 
My friend convinced me to participate because she knew I was able. I was winning most of the games, which 
encouraged me so much. It was not that as tough as I thought and I was making it. After the competitions, I had 
won 4 games. That revealed to me that my level in chess was improving. This time I was in the third position and 
qualified to the national level. I earned a bronze medal, which made me very happy. I still haven’t made to the 
national level due to the covid-19 pandemic but am still practicing to pass the national level. I aspire to become 
the queen of chess in Kenya and even become a master!
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 My mother passed away while I was in class four. After her demise, my relatives had the
responsibility to take care of me since I was now an orphan. After her death, I was raised
by my mother&#39;s brother and his wife. My uncle had two children one older than me, the
cousins were dear, sweet people and gave me compassion and love. By then I was
attending a public school in Mlolongo while my eldest cousin who was ahead of me by
one class was at a private boarding school. Maybe my uncle could not afford to pay for
me a private one too. I was required to wear the outgrown clothing of my older and larger
cousin and it seemed ungrateful for me to complain.

 When I was in class seven, an issue arose that I was not performing at all. My uncle
complained that I was an average student and so I was knocked out of this family. I was
forced to go and stay with my grandmother upcountry. This act of rejection was so
devastating, but then I never agreed to the fact that I was an average student and that this
gave uncle all the reasons to disown me. Probably, he feared to continue paying my
school fees even after joining secondary school, so they saw it better to get rid of me
early in advance.

 When I came here at the village, I was very determined to improve in my studies. I
wanted to prove that I was able to do more than average. I joined my new school with
low marks [285]. I believed that I was better than this and with zeal and zest I gathered a
new sense of description as a top achiever and not an average student.

I would wake up very early in the morning, take a shower, and run to school. Most of the
time I would find the watchman still on his duty. The school was very privileged that it
had electrical power. I would put on the lights, take a book and sit at the furthest corner
of the classroom, where it was fairly cold. I would do few sums and read other subjects
ahead of the teacher. This was my daily routine until I did my national exam. Many are
the times that I would be sent home for prep fee. But all in all, I surrendered myself fully
to books and vowed to make my grandmother happy with her hopeful struggle to make
both ends meet, as most of the time she would sell food crops to pay for my school
expenses.

I did a lot of consultation from the teachers and read as many books as possible. When
the national exams were just about the corner, I was very sure that I would make it and so
waited for it with bated breath. Soon the results were out and I had made it, I had passed
beyond my expectations. I targeted [350/500] but managed [371/500]. I was really happy
and thanks to God I was sponsored by Kenya Connect. Now I am working extra hard in
school to attain a good grade and pursue a career in medicine at Egerton University. I
believe my dreams are valid. I am the expert of my life and so I will perfect it:
come rain come sunshine.

It All Needs Self Believe
Sheila M Mutiso-18 years,
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The Hunter and the Three Animals
Priscilla Lartey - 15

 Once there lived a hunter in a village called Bobrapa, but he stayed in the bush because of his 
occupation. He was called Michael. He was kind, caring, and good. There was another pecial thing 
about Michael. He could talk to animals and hear whatever they say. He was best known for his hunt-
ing business. The market women liked him so much because he always sold his bush meat at cheap 
prices. The market women always praised him and due to this, 
the chief of the village got to know him. One day, during the market days, before Michael could reach 
the market square, all the women began singing and praising him. The noise got to the palace and the 
chief ordered one of his servants to call Michael to his palace. When Michael was told that the chief of 
the village wanted to see him, he became a little bit afraid. Michael went along with the chief’s ser-
vant. When they reached there, Michael removed his 
sandals and bowed down to greet the chief and his elders. The chief told Michael that he is very happy 
to have such a good hunter in his village. He told Michael that, he would like him to come and stay 
with him in his palace. Michael was amazed and a smile fell on his cheeks. The chief told Michael to 
come and stay in his palace. Michael stood there for some while. Immediately, he told the chief that, 
he will be coming to his palace after a week because he 
will pack his things up. When it was time for Michael to settle at the palace, he went there with no 
shivering. When he got there, he told the chief that, he will be staying there during weekends. The 
chief agreed. Michael continued his hunting business. 

 One day, he set a trap to catch bush meat for his supper. After setting the trap, he went back to 
farm. After farming, he went back to see what kind of animal his trap has caught. To his surprise, he 
saw a baby rat and a rattle snake inside his trap. He burst into laughter. He saw that both of the an-
imals were still alive and not dead. Surprisingly, the baby rat said, ‘’Please let me go and I will repay 
you back someday’’. As soon as the baby rat said this, the rattle snake also told the hunter that he 
should also let it go and it will repay it back someday. The hunter burst into laughter again. Because 
he was kind, he let them go. He went back to continue his farming. When it was daybreak, he went 
down the hills to get some food. Another rat came on his way and stopped immediately. He told Mi-
chael if he could remember him. Michael told the rat that he has not set his eyes on him before. The 
rat insisted that Michael saved his life when he was caught in his trap. Michael told the rat that the 
rat he rescued was a baby rat and it was not big. The rat told Michael that, both of them are identical 
twins. Some people mistakenly see him to be his little brother. ‘’Oh I see’’, Michael told the rat. As 
Michael was about to leave, the rat told Michael that his family is 
very impressed with his good deed towards his brother. If it had not being him, his brother will have 
been dead by now. And he also told Michael that, his family wants to pay him back. The rat sent Mi-
chael to a place and told him to dig that place. He dug until the hoe hit a hard thing under. 

 The rat told Michael to stop. He told Michael that, the thing under the ground was a box full of 
gold dust so he should remove it. The rat told Michael not to reveal the secret to anyone unless it is a 
life and death situation. The rat ran away quickly. When Michael was descending down the hill, he met 
the rattle snake. The rattle snake gave a green leaf to Michael and told him that, whenever a snake 
bites someone, he should mix the leaf with a blood of a slanderer. Michael told him that, where can he 
get the blood of a slanderer. The rattle snake told Michael that, situations like that take care of them-
selves. The snake also went away and Michael went to eat down the hills. As soon as Michael reached 
home, he hid the box full of gold bars under his bed. One week later, he told the chief that he want to 
build a social gathering community center in the village. 7



 The chief agreed. Michael also built hospitals and constructed roads and new house in the 
bush where he stayed. He built the house with blocks and an aluminum roofing sheet on top. One 
day, he decided to visit the chief and greet him in his palace because it has been a long time since 
he went to the palace. When he got there, he did not see the chief but rather saw one of his ser-
vants. He greeted him and asked where the chief was. The servant told Michael that, the chief has 
gone to a meeting in another village. He went to his room in the palace. He spent the night there. 
The following morning, he did not see the chief and decided to go back to his old house near the 
bush. When the chief came, his servant told him that Michael came there to greet him. said, ‘’ 
Don’t that person somewhere have a name’’. That someone somewhere told me not to reveal my 
riches to anyone, Michael insisted. 

 One day, the chief’s servant, Daniel, decided to plot against Michael the hunter. He told the 
chief that, the box of gold dust in the storeroom is misplaced and he suspect Michael to be the 
one who has stolen the box of gold dust. All the elders met together one Saturday morning. They 
discussed that a box of gold dust was misplaced in the chief’s storeroom. They thought about who 
could have stolen the gold dust. They came to conclusion that Michael was the one who stole the 
money because a common hunter cannot be rich in just a few months. They agreed to summon Mi-
chael to the chief’s palace the next market day. When Michael came to sell his bush meat, the mar-
ket women started praising him. The noise was heard in the chief’s palace and the chief ordered his 
servant, Daniel, to go and call Michael to the palace. 

 Michael was happy for such news but he did not know what was happening. When they got 
to the chief’s palace, Michael removed his sandals and bowed to greet the chief and his council of 
elders. One of his elders began to talk, we have heard that the chief’s box of gold dust is misplaced 
and we want to ask you if you have seen it. Michael faked a smile. How? I have only visited the 
chief’s palace twice and this is the third time. How can I steal my own chief’s box of gold dust? The 
elders asked him three times and Michael said he could not have stolen steal that box of gold dust. 
Then where you got that money to build the social community center and construct a new road for 
the village, an elder asked. Michael told the elder that someone somewhere gave him that money 
and that someone somewhere told him not to reveal the secret to anyone.The elders told Michael 
that they are going to ask their ancestors who stole the money. 

 After one hour, they came back to the chief’s palace and told Michael that he was the one 
who stole the money. So they told Michael that they would hang him on a tree the next market day 
for stealing the box of gold dust in the king’s palace. The next market day, they brought Michael to 
the center of the market. There was a mango tree which they hung thieves on. When Michael was 
going, he took along the leaf which the rattle snake gave to him. When he was about to be hanged, 
Daniel, the chief’s servant, came and told the chief and his elders that he was telling lies. There 
was no box of gold dust misplaced and that it is in the king’s storeroom right now. The elders knew 
that he was telling lies. Suddenly, a snake from nowhere bit one of the chief’s elders. Michael took 
the leaf and cut Daniel’s hand and mixed it with the leaf. He applied the mixture on the wound and 
the elder came back to life. Michael then told them that a snake he rescued from his trap gave him 
that leaf. He also told them the money he had was given to him by a baby rat’s family because he 
showed kindness to their baby rat. The chief and his elder’s rather hanged Daniel on the tree. They 
spared Michael’s life because he was telling the truth. 
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Samuel Acheampong - 16 

 Samuel and Mary lived in a village many miles from the city. They had 8 acres of ground. Two 
of these were not cleared. The land was quite fertile. They grew maize, cassava, and a few beans. 
During the rainy season, they collected greens. They had a banana tree and a coconut tree. They kept 
a few chickens, which scratched the earth around the house for their food. Mary sometimes fed those 
bits of leftover food and the coconut leaves. 

Life was easy. The crops grew and they usually had enough. Sometimes, near the very beginning of 
a growing season, they would run out of maize. Then Samuel would sell the beans so they could buy 
maize to last until the harvest. They always had cassava because it was so easy to grow and store. 

Samuel and Mary had two children. Peter was four(4) years old. And Priscilla was ten(10) years old. 
Peter went to a school 2 miles away. He walked both ways every day. Sometimes he was sick. So he 
would stay home. 

One day, the teacher asked Samuel and Mary to come to a meeting at the school so they could talk 
about the health of their children and how they were getting along. She also asked Miss Gifty, the 
village Extension worker, to come and help with the meeting. The
day of the meeting, Samuel and Mary walked to the school with Peter and Priscilla. They found other 
parents there, too. Many of them were neighbors and friends. 

The teacher talked about how the children were doing in school. She said many of them seemed too 
tired to do good work. It was hard for them to learn because they sometimes fell asleep and they did 
not seem to want to think about their school work. Many were often absent because they were sick 
and fell behind in their work. 

Miss Gifty then explained that children should not be sick so often. They should be lively and inter-
ested in all that goes on about them. They should not tire so easily and fall asleep. Miss Gifty thought 
many of these children were not healthy. They were not growing and learning as much as they would 
if they were healthy. This could be because they were not getting the kind of food they needed for 
good health. This was a surprise to Samuel and Mary. They thought some children, like Peter, were 
naturally sleepy much of the time and often sick. They thought he would grow out of it. 

The parents talked about their younger children too. Priscilla was irritable and cried a lot. She often 
had stomach upsets and sores on her legs which took a long time to heal. Was she as healthy as she 
should be? Then they talked about how many babies in the village died each year and how many had 
stomachs that were too big. Mary said she herself felt tired much of the time and that she had lost 
two babies. She asked what could be done. She wanted her children to grow well and be healthy and 
strong. Samuel said he did not like to spend money on school fees if his son was not learning. He sug-
gested having another meeting.

Peter’s teacher said she would arrange for the local health officer and the village Extension worker to 
come to another parents meeting the following Saturday to talk more about the children’s health. 

The story shows how parents were helped to become aware of some of the foods and health problems 
of their children.

Samuel and Mary
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 Once, there lived in Domeabra a very rich man called Daniel Ofori. He had three 
wild dogs: Peace, God is love, and Pu-pi, as well as Wansema (a housefly) his very de-
pendable pet;
those dogs were used for hunting. He loved them so much that he shared everything 
he ate with them. 

 Each dog had a specific role. Peace was trained as a sniffer dog- in those days to 
trace the presence and whereabouts of any game. God is love would pounce on and kill 
any game. Pu-pi would drag the carcass home. 

 One day, Daniel Ofori could not go hunting with the dogs because he was not 
feeling well, so the three of them had to go unaccompanied by their master. In their 
absence, Daniel began coughing seriously. Luckily for him, his best friend Ramsey, 
payed him a visit. Seeing the condition of his friend, Ramsey offered Daniel a nut of 
cola and advised Daniel to chew it to instantly cure the cough. Daniel did so immedi-
ately and the coughing came down, He did not share it with Wansema (housefly) as he 
normally did. This annoyed Wansema so he planned to teach his master a lesson. 

As soon as the dogs returned from their hunting expedition, Wansema approached 
them and told them that their master had eaten a very delicious meal without reserv-
ing any for them. So the three dogs was very hungry so they went to their master, their 
master was very happy because he was well now. And the dogs was very hungry, when 
they reach there they just bit their master. Daniel was asleep at on the floor, he didn’t 
know why his dogs has done this to him. But it is the Wansema’s fault. 

The Wicked Wansame 
Ofosu Ramseya- 14 years old

The Wicked Wansema
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Interview with Kate McQuade

 What started your passion for writing? 
I think a passion for writing usually starts with a passion for reading. That’s certainly 
how it worked for me. I love few things more than getting lost in a book, and even now, 
when I’m writing, I’m really just chasing that feeling. Since I rarely know what I’m 
going to write before I write it—I’m almost always figuring things out as I go—stepping 
back and reading my own work often feels like discovering something. I care about my 
audience, too, but my passion for writing started long before I showed my work to any-
one but myself. It was always that anticipatory, what-comes-next feeling driving me, 
that feeling of looking forward to reading what I’d written.

 Every writer faces intimidating obstacles in their career, what was the most 
notable impediment you faced? Was it physical? Emotional? Mental? 
I think the hardest obstacle has always been the daily challenge of keeping myself in 
the chair. It’s a question of willpower. Specifically: will I have the willpower sit there 
and endure my own bad writing, long enough for it to turn into good writing? Bad 
writing is important; it’s what paves the way for the good stuff. But that doesn’t mean 
bad writing is particularly fun to experience. Certainly, it’s much less fun than social 
media and HBO and all the other things that try to pull me away from my desk. With-
standing those temptations, keeping the faith that the bad writing will eventually turn 
into something better—that’s the biggest hurdle. Which stinks, because I have to jump 
over it every day.

 How did your childhood or past experiences affect your writing? Does it 
manifest in your vocabulary? Or influence your style of writing? 
Most of what I write is about looking backwards: at adolescence especially, but also at 
early motherhood. I’m drawn to periods of time when characters experience a lot of 
simultaneous changes—not just of identity, but of their body and their sense of how 
the outside world sees them—and so I guess you could say that my past experiences 
don’t just affect my writing, but are my writing. I’ve known that for a while, but until 
you asked this question, I’d never really thought about how my past manifests itself in 
the actual text. Clearly, it comes out in the form of character and plot. But I do think 
the past guides my style, too, now that you mention it. I can’t get into a piece of fiction 
until I hear the voice of whatever it is I’m trying to write, and that voice tends to be 
informed by the life stage I’m writing about. The emotions I associate with those life 
stages of significant change—urgency, dislocation, exhilaration, anxiety, longing—tend 
to show up in the cadence of my sentences, the relative curtness or expansiveness of 
the voice I’m hearing as I write.
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 Can you tell us a bit about the crafting, drafting, and writing process of your novels? 
What do you think is the hardest phase to overcome? 
I find first drafts to be both the hardest part and the most exciting. Drafting, for me, involves a 
lot of false starts. Generally speaking, I can’t get into a piece of writing, whether it’s a story or a 
novel, until I’ve found the right beginning. I might put a lot of words on a lot of pages while I’m 
searching for that beginning, but doing so is like spinning a single gear that hasn’t yet hooked 
into all the other gears that will turn the machine of the story. Only once I’ve found what feels 
like the real beginning—which usually means I’ve found the right voice—does the work take off 
with its own momentum. At that point, the story starts unfolding quickly, sometimes faster than 
I can write it down, and if I’m really lucky, that energy will carry me all the way to the end of the 
first draft. On great writing days, I’m just along for the ride. But that ride is such a small part of 
the process, and it requires many, many false starts along the way.

 Being an instructor at Phillips Academy, what do you think are the more important 
aspects of encouraging younger writers to pick up a pencil? 
Storytelling matters most to me, although I wouldn’t say I teach students how to tell stories 
because they already know how to. (We all know how to tell stories. It’s innate in us. We are so 
good at it, our brains literally do it while we’re sleeping.) What I try to teach students is how to 
use different tools to more accurately translate their stories onto paper. All writing boils down to 
that act of translation, that movement of an interior thought to an exterior page. It’s really hard, 
and it’s often frustrating. Everyone knows that sinking feeling you get when you realize that 
what you had in your head and what made it to paper aren’t the same thing at all. My focus is on 
helping students appreciate that how you tell your story is just as important as what the story is 
about—that paying attention to things like structure, imagery, voice, rhythm, and tone can help 
that story feel more true to itself, more in line with the story you had in your head. Accurately 
recreating an interior experience for an outside reader is one of the most empathetic and con-
nective activities I can imagine. And if we aren’t aiming for empathy and connection, what are 
we doing?

 Do you encourage your children to write? What do you think is a fun and creative 
way for budding writers to engage with the art of storytelling? 
I absolutely encourage my kids to write! Right now, I do that mainly by reading out loud with 
them, because I always, always want them to associate books with love. They have their own sto-
ries to tell, and eventually those stories will find their way to a page somewhere; that will happen 
when they want it to happen. In the meantime, I think the most important thing is for them to 
see that words on a page mean connection, and reading together is the best way I can show them 
that. I also enjoy talking with them about how narratives work, or what makes them like certain 
stories more than others. When my daughter was a toddler, she used to remind me to please 
include some “problems” in the bedtime stories I told her, and just the other day, my kids said 
they didn’t want to watch a movie that didn’t have “bad guys” in it, “because then it would be 
boring.” It’s clear to me that they already see conflict as an essential part of a good narrative. Just 
talking with my kids about things like that—articulating the parts of a story as we witness them 
together—teaches them that stories are constructed things, that they’re puzzle-like assemblages 
of many devices and choices. I hope that recognition both feeds their natural curiosity about how 
things work and empowers them when they begin to write their own stories someday.
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My strides on the beach
alongside the crashing waves
help center me,
and for the first time in a
while my shoulders don’t
feel so heavy.

Lately I’ve felt hopeless
and anxious, because
the world will never be the same.

From government corruption
to social media scandals
there exists no shame.

Though I can’t comprehend how
armed protestors
protesting against
quarantine and masks
receive no opposition,
yet peaceful protestors
protesting for

justice and human rights
are met with ammunition.

This new era is emerging
which makes me content.
Millions of people fighting for equality
that want to reinvent the present.

The Unkown
Jason Abreu - 16
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Liv Rubenstein - 16 

 Before the storm, before I lost my braces and started high school, my mom tacked glow-in-the-
dark stars to my ceiling. Lying on my bed, I’d stare at the stars wishing I was at summer camp where you 
could really see the sky. Those flat plastics witnessed Barbie-doll performances of intrigue and betrayal, 
my first all-encompassing heartbreak, and later, middle school sleepovers where we picked apart the uni-
verse until dawn. They saw me cut my hair to my scalp and grow it back, work out the mysteries of mas-
cara, and argue for a dog. These memories walk me to school every morning, sit on my cereal at breakfast, 
and hide in my shoes at night. I haven’t been to my house in a year. It’s too weird to walk into my blue-
walled cave and see pictures of my best friends taped to the empty closet or the sketchbooks with unfin-
ished flowers still sprouting from the pages. What’s saddest to see are the stars still stuck to the ceiling. 
They’re faded now, probably wouldn’t glow if I turned out the lights. You’re supposed to ‘charge’ them in 
the sunlight; it’s been a long time since anyone’s thought to open a window to let the light in. I lay awake 
most nights, on a new mattress in a new room, wondering if they miss my sleeping breaths. 

 Every year, a week before school starts and freedom goes back into hiding, my former middle 
school hosts a mandatory orientation called “Charger Camp.” In earlier years, I didn’t mind attending, but 
by eighth grade, I was more than a little over it. Spending three precious hours of fading summer going 
from class-to-class in a building I already knew was not how I wanted to spend my day. Still, my mom 
dropped me off that morning with a locker organizer and a “text me when you’re done!”
 I remember standing outside the glaring glass facade of the school as nervous sixth graders 
wandered the foyer in clumps. I inhaled deeply, letting my lungs overflow with sunshine and pollen. It 
smelled like summer. The school’s Lysol-Bleach perfume wasn’t a very seductive alternative. I sighed 
and trudged in. It was two hours later when the topic of hurricanes came up. My friend, Leah, and I were 
comparing electives, whether the creepy 7th-grade teacher had been fired, and who’d moved away. We 
received news alerts simultaneously — urgent red letters flashing across our screens. I remember looking 
at Leah and asking:

 “What’s a tropical depression?” 
 “Isn’t that, like, a hurricane but worse?” she shrugged. 
 “No idea. Do you think Meyerland will be hit again?” 
Leah tilted her head sympathetically. “I me-an,” she said, pulling the word taut, “it could. But they did 
widen the bayou, right? That’s supposed to help.” 

 Rainstorms in Meyerland were frequent and violent, and as much as I loved floating boats down 
our storm drain, they made me nervous. My whole family lived a mile from the bayou. I’d grown up 
watching gray water rise to my grandma’s, Mommom, porch swing. When I was younger, everything was 
biblical. Each storm was the Great Flood, every rainbow the peace of G-d. The week of my elementary 
school graduation, our schul got three feet of graywater. Watching filth seep into holy places made G-d’s 
wrath seem real. I’m still haunted by the image of our rabbis wading down the isles, Torahs hoisted over 
their heads. We aren’t allowed to even touch the parchment with our bare hands; imagine holiness it-
self hovering above sewer water. Thinking about it made me ill. Just then, I remembered my mom’s re-
quest. After shooting her a quick text, I opened the news app on my phone to the local weather channel. 
Sprawled across its main page were bold red letters screaming “Hurricane Harvey.” According to KPRC, 
Noah built his ark weeks ago. For the rest of us non-prophets, it was time to flee for the hills. Three hours 
later, my family was packed into our faded blue SUV, inching along the highway. My mom sat grim-eyed 
in the front seat, cellphone perched beside her. My uncle was on speakerphone, worrying aloud from Ari-
zona. 

Plastic Stars and Leaving Home
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  “Y’all need to get as inland as possible today. Get to Dallas. Just as far away from the coast 
as you can. How’s Mommom?”

 My mom exhaled in the slow way parents do when their insides are boiling. She craned back her 
neck, giving  me a tight smile. I returned it before looking down at my phone. I was texting my friends, 
our panic blending together. Leah, whose mom had stocked up on canned food and moved their nicer 
furniture upstairs, was staying behind. 

 I slouched in my seat, picking at the seatbelt. It was hot, even with the car’s A.C. Maybe it was the 
four of us crammed together, the sweating bags of groceries stowed at our feet, or our combined fears 
pounding at the windows. Sweat slicked my forehead. I looked at my sister, who’d immediately called 
shotgun as we left home. She sat leaned over, fiddling with the radio. There was a game that we played 
when we strayed into the country music realms of Texas: Love Song or Love Jesus? Currently, it was the 
latter. As a thick accent crooned out a tinny rendition of “Fly Away”, I thought about other times we’d 
played the game: on road trips or coming home from camp. Those were all good, sweet-smelling days. Not 
like this. It felt too stiff, too humid. Images of all those animals together in that musty ark filled my mind. 

 Hundreds of animals must have stunk something fierce. It was probably as hot as this freaking car, I 
mused. Did Noah’s kids think of it as a cruise? Silently, I reproached myself. It probably sucked for them. How 
could it not? They spent 40 days and nights out on that ocean, the whole world drowning below them. For five 
hours, we drove as reports of the storm gathered like dust. 

 In the bag at my feet, between T-Shirts and sneakers, I’d packed a siddur, or prayer book. I 
skimmed through it as the sky grayed, brushing through the pages. I wasn’t really praying, just sort of 
remembering old stories about leaving home. I felt like Lot fleeing Sodom, too scared to look back, like 
Nahshon, neck-deep in the Sea, the hooves of the Egyptians echoing above. I became Ruth and Naomi, 
wandering the desert. I became the moon fleeing from dawn. I thought of my gray-faced ancestors ar-
riving on boats, half-blind with hope. The old country clutched at their coattails as they wore new shoes 
thin. My family history was written in footsteps facing forward, so it made a twisted sense for us to be 
there again, leaving our own disaster with strapped-on packs. We reached Dallas as night fell. As we 
pulled into a nondescript hotel parking lot, the first great raindrops sliced through the heavens.

 It’s been two years since my house flooded. Life continued. We rented a townhouse, then an apart-
ment. I grew up, made new friends, watched my sister get taller and my mom, shorter. I saw seven hun-
dred and thirty sunsets from our balcony, baked brownies and cried. I’ve gotten to the point where I can 
say I’m going home and not think of returning to that vacant red-brick house in Meyerland. As I write this 
in my rented room, I feel relaxed, even content. These walls are no longer strangers. They have born my 
photographs and shoe scuffs, witnessed laughter and tears, walked beside me as I rise and crouched at my 
head as I sleep. They’re good friends, these borrowed walls. But I can’t help wishing for the blue ones I 
outgrew years ago. A part of me always hopes, as I fall asleep, that I’ll wake to find them hanging over me. 
The stains I hid
beneath strategically-taped drawings, the Barbie doll my sister decapitated years before; the dream of 
returning to these open arms of childhood perfumes my sleep. Mostly, I miss those glowing stars. It’s silly, 
really; It’s not like I can’t buy more now. If I really wanted to, I could recreate my entire childhood bed-
room. I also know that I don’t want aqua walls or a paisley duvet anymore. It’s not the stuff in the room I 
miss. More than anything, it’s falling asleep in a room that breathes comfort. Back then, every dream was 
within reach; there was no problem that couldn’t be fixed, and G-d slept beside me. I spent many nights 
lying in that bed, looking up at the stars. There was such a power to it. It felt like as long as I looked up, 
all floodwaters would be kept at bay, all the world’s dangers would stay in the shadows. Every night, I fell 
asleep swaddled in the knowledge that, at any moment, I could stand up and alter the sky.
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Like jewels sewn into the lining of ocean bound 
coats,
like coins hidden under tongues,
staring into the face of a reaching fist.
This is not the beginning, my friends.
Fire has roamed the streets before us.
You know the bones of your mother are calcified in 
cracked cement.
Your vertebrae is the long run home as the sky 
burns red.
Don’t hide behind that ivy
now that the lawns run bloody.
Don’t be the history your children will ignore
with shame twisted hands.
Rise up,
shed your fear and
break open your throat.
You, the soft faced boy from summer camp,
I know the blood in your wrist was bound in the 
same burning pile of books as mine.
My cousin, my brother,
we were raised amid the same missing history.
The same synagogues burning like
the air was gasoline.
The same cossacks beating vision from our eyes.
The same streets sprouting blindness as our peo-
ple were marched to Hell.
Do you think a few generations will cleanse you of 
broken glass,
of exile?
Are you free, my friend,
of the history of our riots,
of police with fists lawfully crushing
the heads of infants, of innocents,
or our blood mopped up in propaganda pam-
phlets?
The violence, rumors and back alley executions,
have you forsaken them, too?
Your silence, your sinfully closed windows have 
transformed you
like the last,
the very last.

The butterfly
returning to its cocoon, folding wings back into 
its spine.
You have become what we were taught to hate.
You, the silent eyes.
You, the bloody fingerprint on so many mouths.
How dare you call yourself a Jew
when you have forgotten the hands
that clutched ours as we tumbled
like dominos.
Justice must be wrought in running iron
and tumbling swords when the throne room is 
sealed.
Do you not see how the hunter curses the deer?
How the bullet will call for peace
as it tears through flesh?
This was never about you or me.
We were born to smiling helmets, my friend,
to jogging without fear,
of sleeping through rain that doesn’t pierce the 
skin.
Do not forget where we came from,
even as the sun sets on your sleeping head.
We survived because we were once the rioters,
because we were once the force that pushed un-
willing pens across paper.
We were lifted by those who still suffer.
Do not forget.
Do not forget.
Do not forget.
Never again is now
when life goes on, uninterrupted, as justice is 
beat to pulp.
When man, women, and child
are beaten down and denied,
never again revolves on its head.

1939
Liv Rubenstein - 16
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Age
Liv Rubenstein - 16

I have one hope
that sits between my ribs,
shining and bleeding
from dawn until dusk,
it beats out a rhythm
like a drum come to life
it whispers against my lungs:

“To be a marvelous woman.
To be old and frivolous and overflowing with 
honey and vintage life.
To know the stars by name and be looked upon
by the heavens.”

It thrums through my blood, tinting my desires 
red,
makes me want to paste poppies to the ceiling,
fix wine bottles to my window sills,
(So the sunrise dresses in burgundy).
I want to sweep over tiled floors in a tomato-red 
robe,

let the dying sun rest on my back
like cellophane across a muffin,
like sweet skin on an apple.

When you’re old, and I mean
eyes-grown-cloudy old, teeth-gone-soft old,
first-name-basis-with-history old,
all the places you’ve been become a legend to 
tell sitting children,
a flower to pin at your collar.
And you can shed shame like the funeral shroud 
of

a man awakened on his pyre; timber not quite 
burnt,
bouquets still fresh.

All the strange impulses we bury beneath our 
feet
in those growing days of hiding and slicing and 
fitting
burst forth from the earth with vigor like
strange fruit and flowers unaccustomed to sun
light.
And really,

the “crazy old woman” is simply
the workhorse unbridled,
its muzzle breaking up dirt
packed by worn hooves.

And I dream of breaking through the gates, 
crashing over
fences and lawns so carefully arranged about 
me,
of walking on the grass instead of the pavement, 
of
touching every painting, pinning crystals to my 
ears,
and leaving shame out with the recycling.

Now I walk bent nearly to the ground.
The weight of football games spent standing up.
Boys with passing hands. Hair burned straight
just to melt on the walk to school has ground
my bones into something hard,
something bitter.
It has bent my back into a hook.

And so I dream of that blessed morning,
When I’ll wake to silver at my brow or lines
wound about my eyes
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Age
Liv Rubenstein - 16

I’ll abandon my chores and spend the whole 
day ironing out the

kinks and curls in my spine. I’ll pour lemon
juice against the brown spots. I’ll starch its 
cords
and pull them tight. I’ll hang it up to dry on a 
clothesline.
Let the sunshine bleach the vertebrae white.

And when it’s dried and sweet from the fresh 
air,
I’ll walk for the first time since my hair grew 
beyond my shoulders.
Standing straight up.

Freedom is a library book left on hold till you
have served your time in the world
as a mother
or daughter
or son

Its pages are yellowed; its binding has torn
and to read it aloud would draw nothing but 
stares;
For what gives her the right to speak so loudly?

But I’ll wait beside the desk past closing time
just to stroke its cover.

All the strange impulses we bury beneath our 

in those growing days of hiding and slicing and 

burst forth from the earth with vigor like
strange fruit and flowers unaccustomed to sun-

the “crazy old woman” is simply
the workhorse unbridled,
its muzzle breaking up dirt
packed by worn hooves.

And I dream of breaking through the gates, 

fences and lawns so carefully arranged about 

of walking on the grass instead of the pavement, 

touching every painting, pinning crystals to my 

and leaving shame out with the recycling.

Now I walk bent nearly to the ground.
The weight of football games spent standing up.
Boys with passing hands. Hair burned straight
just to melt on the walk to school has ground
my bones into something hard,

It has bent my back into a hook.

And so I dream of that blessed morning,
When I’ll wake to silver at my brow or lines
wound about my eyes
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You are content. you can’t remember the last time you were whole/
it’s like you break yourself into sizable bits/digestible/you tell your-
self/breathe in, out/rinse, swallow & repeat/ dinner sits heavy in your 
stomach. it was stale chicken, sterilised under flickering tube lights of 
family dinners you wished were less lively. they are more often than 
you would like, followed by shrivelled cards, in the back back back of 
your wardrobe. the games wardrobe, it was called, as if they weren’t 
stewing there, neglected and misused. Do you remember that feel-
ing?—of being elated, transfixed by the simple beauty of a board game 
that hadn’t been played yet? They are birthday presents from compan-
ions who you have forgotten to call, still frames in your mind.

Pink-tinged perfume wafts through the humid air and tickles your 
nose. your retainer collects dust on a shelf you forgot to clear out be-
fore your 15th birthday, the one you couldn’t celebrate. you ask your-
self—is this what i wanted? to be an extrovert among introverts, an 
introvert among extroverts? the outside of conversations, articulating 
emotion but never quite getting those, those thoughts of yours across 
this faulty abyss of solitude. they call you witty, she’s a funny girl, isn’t 
she? but what they don’t know is you staining your felt soft toy’s tiny 
limbs with the brine of your saltwater tears. They don’t know about 
the sleepless nights you’ve spent—migraines that shake your head till 
it hurts/the blinding lights from your bathroom window/it penetrates 
into your young skull/you knock your sweet head against the silver 
medals/the ones, you know you didn’t deserve. participation trophy/
consolation, the only respite that your plain walls may be adorned, at 
last. for why should mediocrity be rewarded? 

You are not ordinary/no, no, not extraordinary/ but extra ordinary. 
keep your head above these tumultuous, rage-filled waters, and may-
be, just maybe, some semblance of adulthood shall make it out alive. 
inhale, exhale, reach above the surface as the afternoon skies embrace 
your flailing arms.

There’s a raging fire going on in the inside of my 
own head, so forgive me for not staying positive

Anoushka Kumar - 15 
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I fail
to
recall
a past
with budded
florets
scalloped crimson
scorched apricot.

when
chrysanthemum
laureled temple
and limbs
frolicked
in
gales.

movement
is
blanched relic.

stomach sunders
candied
syllable.
stilted joints
treading in
molasses.

who
is the
conductor
with silk
threads
spiraling
fingers?
ankle and
wrist
blush
from fruition.
still
languish
when the
ringlets loosen.

Threads
Emily Ng - 17
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Thoughts I had while caressing the melting pot 
and things that just happened. Short Fiction 

 Zoha Arif - 17

December 24, 2017 If you poured pepsi and coca-cola and asparagus and avocado and 
wasabi and samosas and sushi and pasta and Little Caesar’s pizza all into one massive 
bowl of water and salt and sugar and left it there to boil and burn and melt, after 3 days, 
everything will be spooned together, but that doesn’t mean it tastes good, and, besides, 
it’s hard to guess everything’s that’s in it because other than the buttery nut-tang of the 
avocado, the faint waft of the watery, earthy mushroom, everything’s lost its face. 

December 25, 2017 Nodald and I wed today. Though he looks like a mix of Jim Carrey 
and O.J. Simpson at age 41 and is elitist enough to think I will rush for the blueberries at 
Costco because he accidently ate a blueberry with his Taco Bell burrito and really liked 
it, I tell my mother that I can breathe him. But mammy refuses the scent of Nodald, says 
that only the whorish type of woman marries a boy like that, and nothing will extend her 
arms to feel me. It’s not the end of the world and the promised coming of the messiah 
but sometimes (with mammy) it can feel that way. At least dad made the effort -- only 
because Nodald’s into tennis and dad was a Penn State tennis team walk-on though. 

December 27, 2018 Went to America’s Mall. The stripper gorl is nine and a half and 
she says that it’s okay and it’s okay because she said it is, so I walk away to the standing 
seagulls on the bench outside to eat my peppered red bell pepper sandwich fresh from 
the restaurant in Hell’s Kitchen. But when I sit on the long, needled parchings of a snow-
slapped bench, a seagull lunges for a stray pepper from the wheel of a kebab stand and 
secures it in the point of its lemon-orange bill. 

December 29, 2019 The objective is to sit on the stool behind the bar and try not to 
break the pop-top of the beer can -- and don’t disturb the gorl from behind the beaded 
curtain with the Coca-Cola ad either. Avert eyes and breathe. She is an anti-nihilist punk 
rock without an eyelid piercing and without pastel, neon hair. She is an Instagram poet, 
an almost American, asian New Yorker. She stares at me hard like mammy would until I 
have to turn my body to the street windows to drink like I want to. 

December 30, 2020 I chased flies to kill them one evening, running after them with a 
frying pan and cornering them against the brick walls of the courtyard to squash them 
because I’m bigger. It’s fascinating how the blood of flies can be orange and green, re-
flecting what weed they recently forced down their throats.
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December 31, 2020 Nodald is particularly annoyed by the incessant buzzing of house 
flies; they have wronged him many times in plaguing his food. But I still tell him that 
he’s sour when he wishes that all house flies die of fly cancer. Mammy hears and says 
that she wishes he die of Nodald cancer. 
January 1, 2021 A fresh new hope. New year, new me, new diet, new cardio treadmill, 
new tactical masterpiece to get Nodald to eat the last bits of brown rice, to stop filling 
silent pockets of conversation with debates on abortion and marijuana during gentle 
Sunday picnics. He says in broken whispers that he doesn’t really know how to be a 
husband, that this is all he’s ever known, that he wishes he could be the chocolate Val-
entine type for me, for prosperity. 

January 2, 2021 Mammy came around today. Said she’s noticed that Nodald hasn’t 
burned down the neighborhood yet. Said it’s that damn stupid foul tongue, but, she 
should have flown to Barbados for the wedding. Good intentions, it’s a hunch your gut 
just has, I tell her. She says I know -- it’s not like I had MRIs or brain scans to confirm 
anything. You didn’t either. 

January 3, 2021 Before a cousin’s birthday party, the melting pot boils crimson and 
rose and sapphire: red and pink and blue. We tip the milky confetti batter over onto 
parchment paper layered in the jointed curves of a Savarin mould. The mould is pushed 
into an oven to crisp. Nodald has a dotted wax candle, mammy the nutella (no one 
knows how to make whip cream that doesn’t taste like butter), dad the silver powdered 
sugar, me the forks and knives, and we watch 7pm Jeopardy in the basement while we 
wait. This could have been us since four years ago. 

October 31, 2021 The strata has collapsed into itself a thousand times over. My swol-
len belly, more delicate and intricate than his swollen belly -- he’s had a hard time 
controlling the amount of Mountain Dew he drinks at night. A part of me longs for this 
all to be over -- I could walk away -- another part of me is sad that the neighbors and 
mammy and all of those things finally burned his core, so that he’s sitting here in this 
shack of a home, telling me that a man never cries, when his eyelids are pooling with 
the tears belonging to the shell of a man. I hate him for all these things he’s done, yet, 
not exactly, because there is a lit spirit in him that I wish could be breathed into me, 
that I support because no one else is truly, honestly better.
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i. the infant sees the sickeningly bright fluorescent lights of a dreary operation theatre
when she is born, her mother screaming in pain, she struggles to grasp
the fact that it is over-her challenging ordeal, a test of the human spirit, but her child’s has 
only just begun a lifetime of broken hearts, ever dynamic, moving forward
as often as the azure butterflies flitting to and from the viridescent leaves of cornflowers 
aglow in the early light.

ii. she enters adolescence, unsure, tepid, hanging onto dregs, remembrances, stolen of child-
hood innocence letting go- into the chasm of impending adulthood the sheets under her 
are stained red for the very first time, a mark of the womanhood she yearns for her thoughts 
overflow, new romances, feelings only hushed and gossiped about in slumber parties under-
neath rose-coloured, soft blankets amongst the girls she grows up with.

iii. sounds filter through the tension-filled air as the restless, evolved woman approaches 
motherhood the bedside monitor beeps unsteadily, wavering, the balance of mortality and 
those that defy it ice chips gravitate to her like icarus to the upending sky, some relief from 
the agony of the miracle of life a lover stands by, patient as the rain clouds in summer, grasps 
her sweat-riddled fingers- perhaps it is a fever dream sedated, calmed down, her daughter, 
cradled in her lap, swaddled by an adoring gaze- she will be loved, as a woman can.

Inbuilt/ The Pains of Womanhood
Anoushka Kumar- 15 years old
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To be a loose woman is to walk through alleyways, with my skirt 
more than three inches above my fingertips. Do I tempt you, sir? And 
if the answer is yes, then where lay your gaze?

To be a loose woman is to be outspoken. It is to use the voice that 
I have seen quelled, and to be undemure. It is to sit not like a lady, 
your adorned feet are wide, wide apart. And you couldn’t care less.

It is to ignore the disapproving glares and constant, effervescent be-
trayal. It is to cross out “him” and replace it with “her” and “them” in 
your biology textbook as you listen to them drone on and on and on 
about equality, knowing that they ask you to “tone it down”. Maybe 
the system could never change, but god forbid if you didn’t at least 
try, language can be altered, even if these ingrained mindsets can’t.

It is to be angry. Angry at the world, at the parents, but at yourself. 
At you for agreeing to your aunt’s scoldings as you watched her rip 
your womanhood in half. At your father as he rails and abuses. At 
your mother for pulling strands of your hair into her grasp, while you 
yell and shriek.

To be a loose woman is to look at other women, wait, watch, observe 
their elegance, their dignity. As they fend off hurled threats, empty 
promises of better worlds and fleeting whispers of changed actions, 
buried in the past.

To be a loose woman is to sit in hatred, as you spill your injustices 
onto the page and write, write, write away your fear as they watch 
fascists instill fear. It reeks of death and false hope, doesn’t it? 

You don’t know what lies in the future, but you are ready.

To be a loose woman
Anoushka Kumar - 15
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Ana Cordelia Prestamo  - 16

Her bare feet walk 
gently 
into the ethers 

She is alone
only her and the waves
her heart and the skies 

Shells line up 
She dances their trail 

Back and forth she moves
like a paper kite 
but no one to lead it

Free 

A toe touches the waves
then her whole body de-
scends
into the ethers she goes 

The cries begin
but they’re too far out 

her body lies
weightless 
in a deep heap of blues 

her lungs crave air 
so she slips deeper  

down
until her lungs give out
and all that’s left 
is a trail of shells 

Into the Ethers
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Mushen Siuan  - 18 

 There’s an upper limit to the number of Oreos you can eat. Hard to believe, I know, but there is. 
 
The first phase begins when a child (overgrown or not) ingests the first piece of Oreo. The chemicals con-
tained within excites unprecedented pleasure levels inside the brain, and the victim experiences a brief 
moment of euphoria. This soon evaporates as the Oreo is washed down the throat, leaving the palates with 
only a memory of the good old times. Through this process the first mental imprint is made.

 The imprint is activated as soon as the second piece of Oreo is observed by the subject. This could 
immediately follow phase 1, or they could be decades apart. The imprint does not fade. It stays. Its acti-
vation includes one fatal symptom: the undeniable urge to consume that second piece of Oreo. Once that 
desire is satisfied, the victim enters phase 2. 

 In the second phase, subjects do anything and everything to procure a consistent supply of Oreo 
cookies for consumption. They are willing to sacrifice the likes of family, friendship, fame and fortune to 
meet this goal. The specific demand varies from person to person, though normally it falls between the 
range of 12 to 20 Oreos per day. 

 Physical changes occur in the third phase. The skin hardens and blackens. It gradually becomes 
crispy, and therefore prone to cracks at tiny amounts of force. Bodily fluids turn white and sweet, increas-
ing in viscosity and consequently congesting pathways that should not be congested. Meanwhile, the 
victims craving for Oreos grows stronger, speeding up the aforementioned process. The end product is a 
human-sized, human-shaped Oreo that stands still. As consolation, at least it does no harm. Oh, and it’s 
edible.

 Who am I to write this, and why should anyone believe it? I’ve often asked that question myself, and 
the only answer I came up with is that, if I don’t write it now, I won’t be able to in the future. You see, I’m 
one of those unfortunate children who were given an Oreo, and didn’t have the guts to say no to my sweet 
tooth. The Oreo Transformation, once started, is irreversible. I watched myself gain weight. I watched my 
skin turn a darker shade. I felt the sweetness creeping into my saliva. Each time I shrugged it off, thinking 
it could be worse, and each time that notion was affirmed. At one point my family sent me to the hospital, 
where thousands upon thousands like me were kept under surveillance. They took Oreos away from us, 
thinking our immune system would cleanse itself. But they did not understand. This was first a disease of 
the mind, then a disease of the body. All they accomplished was give us a great deal of pain while our condi-
tions steadily worsened. 

 You can only dam a flooding river for so long. Soon the patients’ hunger was unbreakable, and the 
unthinkable happened: They turned to each other. Those who were close to death were better off, for their 
bodies were almost completely Oreo, and they felt little as other patients chewed and nibbled at their 
ears, noses, fingers and toes. The newly admitted patients, however, were not so lucky. They writhed and 
screamed as they were held down, whitened entrails spilling out with specks of blood as their ravenous 
companions tore through their bodies. 

 So I, blessed or cursed with a system particularly resistant to the Oreo transformation, hid myself in 
a doctor’s room, whose original occupant long fled to escape this madness. I set myself to write this inci-
dent, to caution others, though against what I know not. I’m afraid every reader must learn his own lesson.

 Do you hear that? They are banging at the door. They are coming for me. And there goes the glass. I 
see the hand, black and cracked and delicious, fumbling for the doorknob. Let them come. I’ve been hungry 
as well.

Oreo Transformation
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My lord, the most gracious, the most merciful, sire, I, former idol-worshipper, shackle Me [the Self] to there 
is no God but one God. 

I, want to be a pirate. I, spicy Jack Sparrow, chunky, buttery, beaded braids, foul raw onion breath, crocodile 
coal skin. Him, shirt mangled with purpose to peak a hairy, Male chest and puffy sleeves, ruffle steampunk 
gothic shirt. Me, caved into hairy Male chest, with tight, pipe stem corset, arabic eyeliner, red, butterscotch 
crème lipstick, fitted eight-pack abs. Ay, I the chaos. You and I met. You raved about horoscopes like the first 
girl you’ve never snatched. Scorpio and Acquarius, the moon was a waning gibbous on the separate days you 
and I were born (you pleaded later that this is why we were born to suck each other in every way). You were 
blue every Wednesday as per your horoscope and texted me free tumblr Mahatma Gandhi life advice and I’m 
so happy today! [heart eye emoji, classic smiley emoji] every Friday. I thought it stupid but I tolerated you 
and exhibited bunny teeth to you in hopes of a cute friendship, I was so lonely. 

Imagine this: I, the hot pirate, flowing on the bowsprit of a ship, the fumes of salt and sea suffocating every-
thing, thick hair splashed behind me. As a freshman in piratehood, my fat tummy (stubborn lower belly fat) 
will twist in irritation and finally melt away when I spend mornings plunging into the anatomy of an im-
mortal skeleton or Mr. Davy Jones and señor Flying Dutchman. I can savour the pain of the sword stab, the 
chopped hand, for the drunkenness of adrenaline, the high of using my body. You can’t possibly fancy this 
until you tumble off the couch; put the Calc homework down, feel your legs and arms at their natural work, 
electricity, succumb to it, you are alive, breathing, in, out, in, out, in, out, know that you don’t need to fight 
a drowning in a swimming pool to feel your full body in action. I, want to be a pirate so bad. You love subur-
bia. The repetition of roofs, the standard playground, ShopRite, Walmart. I cannot criticize what you want 
for yourself but I want to rip the integrals from you, plunge you into the ocean on a brigantine. Don’t you 
want Marco Polo, Nathan Drake, adventure, bro?

Ladies, the invisible aurora of Males, visible only to young gorls, hear about it from the choker-loving punk 
rock e-girl who loves bois but won’t let a boi know that she into Males under the light of God. Confession: I 
harass pillows with street-fight punches and squeal at the pronunciation of love in romance movies. Con-
fession: I whisper french film, french film, french film! every Saturday. Confession: I lied to you when I said 
romance just isn’t my vibe. You are so kind. Once gave charity to the loner at lunch. Remembered the loner’s 
birthday. Picked up that mate’s pencil when he dropped it. Never back-bite, front-bite, left-bite, right-bite, 
bottom-bite, karate-chop-bite, nothing-bite. Helped the pauper at chemistry, hard stoichiometry
calculations for no bribe. You are some kind of exotic. Besides the open acceptance of your being a submis-
sive Male and the lustful dedication to anime, you are nice to talk to. You are saturated in the light of God. 
Good men are for good women. You are good man. But 

I have a fetish for blue eyes. I bite into moist brownies thinking that this is not the only thing I will bite 
in this way. My type of bad boy, white boys: a few months older, summer-wind red-necked, full at the 
shoulders, tall, blue-eyed, blonde-haired (though hazel-eyed and brown-haired usually also suffices), the 
American boys that stir in the metaphors of Taylor Swift, baseball statheads and jocks. The white boys 
who I (fingers crossed) bewitched into spending their Friday evenings lying in the trampolines of their 
backyards, blowing blueberries in the seductive thought of the Asian girl at school. 

Scene: My white boi neighbor accidentally threw a football at me from across the street. I rolled into 
bushes and pretended that I had been tragically killed, but he didn’t see my body sack when he snuck 
between the pickets of the fence and hauled away the football. How do I tell the hot white varsity baseball 
boi that I am wildin’?

Witness the Chaos of Little Punk Rock 
Zoha Arif  - 17
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Scene: Jimmy Smith IV’s 90’s Diner. Me sitting there with scandalous shoulders next to a bubble machine 
and jukebox, yellow tinted retro glasses, smelling like toffee, white boy band sitting at bar. Won’t turn to 
look, the untouchables. 

This is to say that my brain cannot be soaped into a good little lady. Say choking, banging, caressing and I 
think of the private shame. 

And it is the fact that you, gentleman, said you liked me that made me hate you. You asked me to be the trea-
sure of your being and I thought where is William Turner, pronounce complete submission in sickness and 
death while slicing the gentleman cursed sailors, Mr. Darcy, remember that I fancy walking and that I am a 
floor dweller and walk towards me like a pauper boi, Laurie, wear a square ring when you unbutton my apron 
and say that I am beautiful twice like you mean it sire. I banged a straw because you, who isn’t into kinks, and 
your suburbia cannot have me, moi who is going to be a little punk rock pirate with a blank belt in ninjutsu. 
Your mom and sister hate me anyway. You would have regretted my betrovenness to you the minute we got to 
your court. Besides, you have yellow teeth and you do not believe in God. Besides, I am submissive and I like 
older men. Besides, my male is scouting rare catfish in Alaska to trade on the Chinese black market in a gang 
of mobsters. Call me eccentric, he will find me a pirate in the Indian Sea one day and fall in love with my thick, 
buttery braids.
but does it not 
sting, 
  does it not feel bubbly like a uranium bomb. 
 yes, it 
 does 
 It is intangible you see. The intangible materialism that guides. I care about you are a good man after 
you are a good looker. 

Earth, you are being mean. Mr. Darcy, you cannot rejoice in the inferiority of my circumstances. Laurie, you 
married my sister, why(!). 

I feel oily when I sit and do homework for hours after 
school. 

I know one thing also: I will not be my yaya or dadi or my babi or ammi.

I am a god-fearing musulman in body. I force myself to love punk rock, to talk with words like it is not just 
raining, it is plopping tears of fish baths. Mama is not my mother but the creature that birthed me. Everything 
has to be weird to attract the fishermen. Sire, 
 
Bare me and rejoice that I am the stereotypical hopeless romantic. Flash judgement stimulant: When I scoop 
the laundry out of the dryer, I do so kneeling before the machine, oversized dadi’s company t-shirt hiked down 
to expose scandalous shoulders. I like feeling like daddy. The irony: I am shy and yet 

I stretch my limbs across paper in writing.

And I will stretch myself the first time, or maybe the shyness will jump me, who knows, I am only sure that I 
am internal chaos. I just need to feel the rush of oxygen consuming mi lungs and lick the watery taste of it for 
once. I will be J-Eazy, Halsey, Ashley, Shawn Mendez and Camillo Cabello, Zayn Malik and Gigi.

You, old friend, are right in one thing: I am a hypocritical little punk rock who hates you because you were not 
hot enough to be the adventurous co-captain of pirate ship type.
So let’s end this. My ideal circumstances of death: My coffin caught in a whirlpool in a globe of fish, Jack 
Sparrow’s hands think they’ve got me, but I slip, a ghostly knife slicing my heart, a long descent to the raging 
whirlpool spinning below, a plop right into the mouth of a carnivorous whale, a final, emotional prayer to my 
lord for mercy at the front patio of hellfire, this is how I want to die. 
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Amy Li  - 14

Shame hooked on my fingernails, 

scraped at the nape of your neck. I 

promise, again, 

 for these ivy tendrils 

looped into saccharine lips 

 seep into the cracks of this 

bathtub ceramic, 

 this island in a sea of 

linoleum burned into awakening, 

 where the only tide is your 

     aching heartbeat breathing against my
 
 skin. held, in warm forgiveness, 

a kiss enfolded in my chest. 

 her gaze lingers on my tongue: 

this prayer tainted with my sins.

Suds & Sins
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You, this nightmare 

 gnawing at my skin, 

this diffusion through
 
 uneasy osmosis, this love seeping 

from soul to bitter atmosphere. 

(A recombobulation of thought, 
	 shifted	into	glued-together	efficacy.)	

Pick up a bow and drag it across string, 

 lonely rippling through this 

heaven.	A	shifting	effigy,	

 broken idyllicism, this crescendo,
 
descent, empty music. 

 Symphony of silence, 

drag me through the doors of death, 

 sixteenth-notes written red
 
in blood dripping from gentle cutthroat 

perfection. Pick up a bow and shoot, arrow 

sprouting from my neck,

 & garrote me kindly into midnight.

Arrowstruck
Amy Li  - 14
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Grace Cunningham - 15
 I’ll say.  
 “Plant the tree,” he’ll say. “Just put it in the ground and see what happens. Not too hard, 
right?” 
 “So you say.” 
  It’s in my head time and time again. A seed goes in the ground and the roots go out and the 
tree  grows up. It’s pretty incredible, the way it goes from a seed to a giant hunk of wood anchored to 
the  ground.

 It’s terrifying.

 “Not to mention,” he’ll remind me, “the fruit.”  
 “The fruit,” I’ll say. So the tree goes and grows itself out of the ground and then it thinks, I  
haven’t done enough. I’ll grow some fruit.  
 “It’s an apple tree.” He’ll step back, rock between his feet, how can she not understand  this on 
his  face.  
 “I’ll forget to pick the fruit and it will fall to the ground and rot.”  
 “Really?” 
 “Yes, well, I don’t have a perfect memory like some people.” I’ll kick at the ground and maybe  
look away. Who knows. Maybe I’ll look him in the eye.  

 “It’s not normal to be scared of trees.” He’ll laugh, a bit uncomfortable. 

 “It’s not normal to be me.” I’ll smile. It’s not really normal to be anything, is it?  

 “You’ve got to get over it sometime. Just plant a tree. A little seedling can’t hurt you, right?”  
He’ll drop the seeds into my hand. “Try it.” 

 That’s not true. A seedling is just as frightening as the seed and maybe more terrifying than a 
full grown tree. It’s all that potential.  

“Except that a seedling will grow,” I’ll say.  

 “So what? Everything grows.” He’ll step towards the door. The door that is made from trees. So  
much is made from trees. 

“It will grow and it will stretch out and the branches will ooze out from the trunk like snakes.”  
 “Well, that’s one way to put it.” He’ll open the door and steps out. “Come on. I’m just trying to  
help.” 
 
 “Everyone is,” I’ll say. The perils of living in a small town where everyone cares whether or not 
you’re scared of trees.  
 
 He’ll leave and I’ll look at the seed in my hand. It’s so small. It could be so big. The idea is  par-
alyzing. I’ll clench my fingers around the tiny piece of the future.  
 
 I will drop the seed. It will fall between two boards of the floor. “Good riddance.” I’ll say. 

I’ll Say
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